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Abstract 
In this paper we consider the problem of scheduling family jobs on a parallel-batching machine under on-line setting, 
our objective is to minimize the maximum completion time of the jobs (makespan). A batch processing machine can 
handle up to B  jobs simultaneously. The jobs that are processed together form a batch, and all jobs in a batch start 
and complete at the same time. The processing time of a batch is given by the longest processing time of any job in 
the batch. The jobs from different families are incompatible and thus cannot be put in the same batch. We construct 
our schedule irrevocably as time proceeds and do not know of the existence of any job until its arrival. We deal with 
the schedule problem: the bounded model in which the capacity of the machine is limited, and all jobs come from m 
families. We provide an on-line approximation algorithm with a worst case ratio 2. 
Keywords: single machine scheduling, worst-case analysis, family, on-line algorithm, Parallel-batching Scheduling; 
1. Introduction 
Batch processing machines are encountered in many different environments. The research has been 
largely motivated by the burn-in operations in semiconductor manufacturing, in which a batch of 
integrated circuits (jobs) are placed in an oven (batch processing machine) and exposed to a high 
temperature to test their thermal standing ability. The circuits are heated inside the oven until all the 
circuits are burned. The burn-in times (processing times) of the circuits may be different. Once processing 
is begun on a batch, no product can be added or removed from the oven until the processing of the batch is 
completed. So when a circuit is burned, it has to wait inside the oven until all the circuits are burned. 
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Therefore, the processing time of a batch of circuits is the processing time of the longest one in the batch. 
Usually, batching jobs yields efficiency gain: It is cheaper or faster to process jobs in batches than to 
process them individually. 
The scheduling of batch processing machine was first studied in the 1980s. Ikura and Gimple [10] 
provided an  2O n  algorithm to find a due date feasible schedule which minimizes makespan under the 
assumption that arrival times jr  and due dates jd  are agreeable and all jobs have identical processing 
times. Motivated by burn-in operation in semiconductor manufacturing, Chen et al. [5] considered the on-
line scheduling problem that involves assigning jobs to batches and determining the batch sequence in 
such a way that the total weighted completion times is minimized. They developed a linear time on-line 
algorithm with a worst-case ratio of 10 3  for the unbounded model and an efficient algorithm with a worst-
case ratio of (4+ H ) for any 0H !  for the bounded model. Zhang et al. [1] provided on-line algorithms for 
minimizing makespan on parallel-batching machine. They dealed with several variants involving single or 
parallel machines, with unbounded or bounded batch size. The basic idea introduced in their algorithms is 
Delay, in which the current schedule and the information on the available jobs are used to determine 
whether processing of a batch will be initiated or postponed. Some other research concerned with on-line 
batching scheduling can be found in [3] and [4]. 
In modern manufacturing, another approach from which may result in great benefits is the use of 
designing and processing similarities of products (jobs) to form product families and processing such 
families on exclusive machine groups. Scheduling parallel-batching machine with family jobs has been 
addressed by a number of researchers. Uzsoy [2] developed efficient algorithms for minimizing the total 
weighted completion times on a parallel-batching machine with family jobs. Azizoglu and Webster [7] 
considered the parallel-batching scheduling problem with family jobs where the size of each batch is 
limited and jobs belonging to a common family have identical processing times and arbitrary job sizes. 
They described a branch and bound procedure applicable to this problem for minimizing the total 
weighted completion times. Potts and Kovalyov [9] reviewed on the literature on scheduling family job 
with batching and giving details of the basic algorithms. Q.Q. Nong and J.J Yuan et al. [8] proposed an 
on-line algorithm with a worst-case ratio of 2 for the problem max1 , , ,p batch on line family B n C   .
In this paper, the given machine is a parallel-batching machine which can process up to B  jobs 
simultaneously as a batch. Jobs from different families are incompatible and thus cannot be put in the 
same batch. Setup time is not required when processing switches from a batch of one family to a batch of 
another. All jobs in a common batch start and complete at the same time. The processing time of a batch is 
equal to the maximum processing time among the jobs in the batch. Depending on the characteristic of B ,
there are two distinct models. One is the unbounded model, in which the bound B  for each batch size is 
unlimited. The other is the bounded model which requires that the size of each batch does not exceed B ,
where B  is strictly smaller than the total number of the jobs to be scheduled. 
We address the problem of scheduling family jobs on a parallel-batching machine with the objective of 
minimizing the makespan under on-line setting, and the capacity of the machine is limited. In the standard 
classification scheme of Brucker [6], this problem is denoted by 
max1 , , , ,ip batch B n r family on line C   .
And we provide an on-line algorithm with a worst-case ratio 2 .
2. Preliminaries 
In this paper, let  C L  be the makespan of an optimal off-line schedule for the job list L , and let 
 BHC L  be the makespan of job list L  obtained by algorithm 
BH . For simplicity, in the following instead 
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of  C L  and  BHC L , we use C  and BHC  to denote the corresponding makespan. The release date of 
the job 
iJ  is denoted by ir . Let ip  be the processing time of the job iJ , let iF  be the set of all jobs in the 
i th  family. The quality of an on-line approximation algorithm is usually measured by its worst-case 
ratio: the smaller the ratio is, the better the algorithm will be. The worst-case ratio of an algorithm is 
defined to be the smallest constant U  such that, for any input instance, the algorithm always finds a 
schedule with an objective value no more than U  times that of an optimal schedule. Throughout the rest 
of the paper we always assume that 5 12 0.618D  | . Before presenting an on-line algorithm BH  for the 
schedule problem 
max1 , , , ,ip batch B n r family on line C   , we first make some preparation. 
Algorithm FBLPT :
Step 1: Index the jobs such that 1 2 np p pt t  t .
Step 2: Form batches by placing jobs 1iB   through  1i B  together in a batch for > @0,1, ,i n B  ,
where > @x  represents the largest integer smaller than x .
Step 3: Sequence the batches in arbitrary order.  
Algorithm FBLPT (Full Batch Longest Processing Time) proposed by Bartholdi solves max1 B C
optimally, a special case where all jobs are available simultaneously and belong to the same family. As an 
easy extension of Algorithm FBLPT , we get the following algorithm for the problem 
max1 , ,p batch B family C . For more details on it, the readers are referred to [8]. 
Algorithm FBLPT family :
Step 1: For 1, ,i m  , form batches of jobs in iF  by Step 1 and Step 2 of Algorithm FBLPT .
Step 2: Sequence the batches yielded in arbitrary order. 
3. A Lower bounds 
The following lemma can be drawn from the proof of the Theorem 1 in [1]. 
Lemma 3.1: There exist no on-line algorithm with a worst-case ratio less than 1 D  for the batch 
processing problem max1 , , , ,ip batch B n r family on line C   , where 2B t  and 5 12D  . ƶ
4. Main Results and Proofs 
In this section, we consider the problem of scheduling family jobs where all of jobs come from m
families with the objective to minimize the makespan, and the capacity of the machine is limited. The 
idea is that we always delay processing of the currently longest batch so that some unexpected long jobs 
can join this batch. Without loss of generality, we can assume that the first arrival time 0 , Let tU  denote 
the set of available jobs remaining unscheduled at time t .
Algorithm BH :
Step 0: Set 0t   and ^ `0 0j jU j r  .
Step 1: Applying FBLPT family  to the job set tU  results in tk  batches.  
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If 0tk  , i.e., no available job at time t , go to Step 3.  
If 1tk  , go to Step 2.  
If 1tk ! , schedule the shortest batch among the tk  batches at time t  and set t  to be the completion 
time of this batch. Go to Step 1. 
Step 2: Let tp  and tr  be the processing time and the arrival time of the longest job in the batch, 
respectively. If  1 t tt r pD D   , set t  as the minimum of  1 t tr pD D   and the arrival time of the 
next job, go to Step 1; otherwise, schedule the batch at time t  and set t  as the completion time of the 
batch. Go to Step 1. 
Step 3: If there are still some jobs arriving, set t  as the arrival time of the next job and back to Step 1; 
otherwise, stop and complete the schedule at time t .
Theorem 1: For any job sets, the worst-case ratio of algorithm BH  is not greater than 2, i.e. 2BH
C
C
d .
Moreover, the bound is tight as the capacity B  of the machine tends to infinity for two families. 
Proof: Let nr  be the last arrival time.  
Case 1: If all jobs arriving before nr  are completed at or before nr . the schedule is obviously optimal. 
Case 2: If the machine has an idle time between nr  and BHC , it implies that the last batch is scheduled 
at  1 l lr pD D  , where lr  and lp  are the arrival time and the processing time of the longest job in the 
last batch, respectively. In this case, 
    1 1B l lHC r p CD D    d  .
Case 3: In the following, we suppose that the machine has no idle time after nr , and at time nr  there 
are some uncompleted jobs which arrive before nr . Assume that ns r f d , where s  and f  are the 
starting time and the completion time of some batch, respectively. Let ^ `min i ir r s r f  d , let rA  be 
the set of jobs arriving at or after r . Denoted by 1C
  and 2C
 , respectively, the total processing time 
required by optimally scheduling sU  and rA . Obviously 1C C
 t  and 2C r C
 t  .
Denoted by Q  the set of jobs in the batch processed during  @,s f . Clearly, sQ U . Let 'C  to be the 
total processing time required by optimally scheduling ^ `\r sA U Q , let ''C  to be the total processing 
time required by optimally scheduling \sU Q , obviously 
' ''
2C C C
d  . So we have  
' ''
2 1 2 1 2 2BHC f C f C C s C C r C C C
       d      d   d .
Thus the worst-case ratio of algorithm BH  is not greater than 2. 
We give an instance below to show that the worst-case ratio is at least  2 1B B  which tends to 2 as B
tends to infinity for two families. In the instance, a job is called a long job if its processing time is 1 and a 
short job if its processing time is 1B . Assume that B  short jobs and a long job come at time 0, where a 
short job come from the family 1F  and the remaining jobs come from the family 2F . For 1, 2, , 1i B   ,
assume that a short job from 1F  comes at time 1i B H   where H  is an arbitrarily small positive number. 
Clearly algorithm BH  will produce 1B   batches. Each of the first B  batches contains just one short job 
and the last batch contains one long job and 1B   short jobs. The makespan of this schedule is 2. 
However, we can arrange one long job from 2F  and 1B   short jobs which come at time 0 into a single 
batch and process this batch at time 0. Then we place the remaining B  short jobs from 1F  into a batch 
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and start it at time 1. In this process a schedule with makespan 11 B  is obtained. Thus we have proven 
that the worst-case ratio is at least  2 1B B  for two families. As B tends to infinity, the bound tends to 2.ƶ
5. Conclusion 
In this paper, we have considered the problem of scheduling family jobs on a parallel-batching 
machine with dynamic job arrivals, and the capacity of the machine is limited. For the schedule problem, 
we provide a new algorithm BH  which is different from the algorithm proposed by Q.Q. Nong and J.J 
Yuan et al. [8], and we have showed that the worst-case ratio of the algorithm BH  is not greater than 2. 
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